
{p5} Contour Blitz 
This project will begin in studio by responding to projected imagery.  
Attendance is crucial for your success on this project, since much of the 
project will be revealed during studio time.  

MW Crew: Monday {11/14}  begin project at start of studio                                                                                                                                                                       
TR Crew: Tuesday {11/15}  begin project at start of studio 

Challenge:

Using mark making materials create a series of layered achromatic contour 
drawings based on projected images during surface studio. Expand your 
knowledge of the artistic process by neatly cutting completed drawings into 
2” x 2” squares. After carefully investigating all square compositions, 
choose ONE square composition that you feel is the most dynamic design to 
enlarge & expand onto one piece of 6” x 6” masonite. Final masonite 
solution will be informed by projected imagery created during studio & 
should not include any invented imagery, text or symbols. Demonstrate your 
knowledge of color relationships by choosing a color scheme that enhances 
your design. Drawings will be achromatic, final masonite solutions must 
incorporate color.


EXPLORE six different materials for mark making: 
Thin black sharpie {one on bristol, one on vellum}

Thicker black sharpie {one on bristol, one on vellum}


Black pen {one on bristol, one on vellum}


Materials:  
In studio mark making responding to projected images: 
Bristol drawing pad, Vellum, thin black sharpie, thick black sharpie & black pen, ruler 
scissors/exacto knife. 


Final solution: 
6”x 6” masonite square, gesso, dry mark making materials {pen, markers, colored 
pencils, sharpies, high lighters}.


Objectives:  
- Interpret projected images using a variety of dry mark making techniques & tools.

- Demonstrate understanding contour lines, thru observational skills.

- Explore chance within the artistic process of layering & then cutting each drawing.

- Display high quality craftsmanship with all aspects of this project, while following 
project guidelines.

- Demonstrate the ability to edit your work, by choosing a dynamic final solution that 
indicates your understanding of a successful composition.
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- Display your knowledge of color relationships by choosing a thoughtful color 
scheme for your final solution that is both formally & conceptually strong. 


FINAL Critique at the start* of surface studio:  
MW Crew: Wednesday {11/16} @ 9:30am                                                                                                                                                                             
TR Crew: Thursday {11/17} @ 9:30am


Note the above critique dates reflect a slight adjustment to the WASH program 
calendar, which we believe will help you be more successful on this project.  
*Please follow your WASH team faculty’s instructions on where, how & exactly what time the 
work needs to be installed. Instructions may vary slightly for each crew.


All 2”x 2” squares will be turned in, along with your 6”x 6” masonite 
solution. We will be installing masonite work using a shelf system. You 
do not need to purchase lumber or puncture holes in your work. 

Detailed installation instructions will be given during studio.                                                                                                             

Grade Evaluation:

All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: Design + 
Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process. 
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